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much ifit is a survey a quick sketchy view, and you cannot try to farce all

the details into a God-given picture. They just den't fit into it. But another that

I'm trying to give out is these gaps between statements -- this is going t. happen

and that 1. going t. happen. Does it mean that that is going to happen immediatelyl

after this? or is it going to happen some long time after this? Unless it states you

can't tell. Ten have to see if y.ucan get evidence elsewhere.

We Iieged at the fear kingdom and we'll look again briefly at ch. 2. Me said

hisiegs were if iron. his feet part .1 iron and part if clay. It's interesting that

this fourth kingdom - there is a change that occurs in it a change from the ethers.
.444 1, to-to-

low just hew long c.ntinues censider this %j&')( fourth kingdom as lasting? That is
A

a very hard thing t. say. Does it last or is there a,period passed ever? Ø It's hard

to say because the verse ends with the statement: vs. 314 "Then eawest till that a stone

cut cut without hand, which smite the image upon it. feet that were .1 lien and clay

and brake them t. pieces. Then was the lien and clay the brass the silver and the

geld broken t. pieces together and became like the chaff if the summer threshing floor;

and the wind carried them away said i, place was found for them. And the stoat that

smite the image became a great mountain and filled the while earth." This is the dream

and we will tell you the interpretation 0 King.

Then we leek ever at the interpretation and we find that - vs. 142 And as the tees
kJ 1P

if the feet were part if iran and part if clay e. the kingdom w% partly strong

and partly broken. T&ereas then eaweet iron mixed with mirey clay they shall
minle1,9 41 '

themselves with tk seed if men" I don't think anyone knows what that means.,, "Put

they shall not cleave one to another even as lien dies not mix with clay. And in the

days of these kings shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom which shall never be

destroyed. And the kingdom shall not be left to other people but shall. break in pieces

and shall consume all these kingdoms and it shall stand forever. Fireasmuch as then

saweet that the stint was cut cut if the mountain without hands . . the great God
hath made known to the king what snail cane t. pass hereafter. And the áream is certain

and the interpretation thereof sure.
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